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Abstract

One of the most tedious tasks in the applica-
tion of machine learning is model selection, i.e.
hyperparameter selection. Fortunately, recent
progress has been made in the automation of this
process, through the use of sequential model-
based optimization (SMBO) methods. This can
be used to optimize a cross-validation perfor-
mance of a learning algorithm over the value of
its hyperparameters. However, it is well known
that ensembles of learned models almost consis-
tently outperform a single model, even if prop-
erly selected. In this paper, we thus propose an
extension of SMBO methods that automatically
constructs such ensembles. This method builds
on a recently proposed ensemble construction
paradigm known as Agnostic Bayesian learning.
In experiments on 22 regression and 39 classifi-
cation data sets, we confirm the success of this
proposed approach, which is able to outperform
model selection with SMBO.

1 INTRODUCTION

The automation of hyperparameter selection is an impor-
tant step towards making the practice of machine learning
more approachable to the non-expert and increases its im-
pact on data reliant sciences. Significant progress has been
made recently, with many methods reporting success in
tuning a large variety of algorithms Bergstra et al. [2011],
Hutter et al. [2011], Snoek et al. [2012], Thornton et al.
[2013]. One successful general paradigm is known as Se-
quential Model-Based Optimization (SMBO). It is based
on a process that alternates between the proposal of a new
hyperparameter configuration to test and the update of an
adaptive model of the relationship between hyperparameter
configurations and their holdout set performances. Thus,
as the model learns about this relationship, it increases its
ability to suggest improved hyperparameter configurations

and gradually converges to the best solution.

While finding the single best model configuration is useful,
better performance is often obtained by, instead, combining
several (good) models into an ensemble. This was best il-
lustrated by the winning entry of the Netflix competition,
which combined a variety of models [Bell et al., 2007].
Even if one concentrates on a single learning algorithm,
combining models produced by using different hyperpa-
rameters is also helpful. Intuitively, models with compa-
rable performances are still likely to generalize differently
across the input space and produce different patterns of er-
rors. By averaging their predictions, we can hope that the
majority of models actually perform well on any given in-
put and will move the ensemble towards better predictions
globally, by dominating the average. In other words, the
averaging of several comparable models reduces the vari-
ance of our predictor compared to each individual in the
ensemble, while not sacrificing too much in terms of bias.

However, constructing such ensembles is just as tedious
as performing model selection and at least as important in
the successful deployment of machine-learning-based sys-
tems. Moreover, unlike the model selection case for which
SMBO can be used, no comparable automatic ensemble
construction methods have been developed thus far. The
current methods of choice remain trial and error or exhaus-
tive grid search for exploring the space of models to com-
bine, followed by a selection or weighting strategy which is
often an heuristic. One exception is the work of Thornton
et al. [2013], which can support the construction of ensem-
bles, but only of up to 5 models.

In this paper, we propose a method for leveraging the re-
cent research on SMBO in order to generate an ensem-
ble of models, as opposed to the single best model. The
proposed approach builds on the Agnostic Bayes frame-
work [Lacoste et al., 2014], which provides a successful
strategy for weighting a predetermined and finite set of
models (already trained) into an ensemble. Using a suc-
cessful SMBO method, we show how we can effectively
generalize this framework to the case of an infinite space of
models (indexed by its hyperparameter space). The result-



ing method is simple and highly efficient. Our experiments
on 22 regression and 39 classification data sets confirm that
it outperforms the regular SMBO model selection method.

The paper develops as follows. First, we describe SMBO
and its use for hyperparameter selection (Section 2). We
follow with a description of the Agnostic Bayes framework
and present a bootstrap-based implementation of it (Sec-
tion 3). Then, we describe the proposed algorithm for au-
tomatically constructing an ensemble using SMBO (Sec-
tion 4). Finally, related work is discussed (Section 5) and
the experimental comparisons are presented (Section 6).

2 HYPERPARAMETER SELECTION
WITH SMBO

Let us first lay down the notation we will be using to de-
scribe the task of model selection for a machine learning
algorithm. In this setup, a task D corresponds to a proba-
bility distribution over the input-output spaceX×Y . Given
a set of examples S ∼ Dm (which will be our holdout vali-
dation set), the objective is to find, among a setH, the best
function h? : X → Y . In general, H can be any set and
we refer to a member as a predictor. In the context of hy-
perparameter selection,H corresponds to the set of models
trained on a training set T ∼ Dn (disjoint from S), for
different configurations of the learning algorithm’s hyper-
parameters γ. Namely, let Aγ be the learning algorithm
with a hyperparameter configuration γ ∈ Γ, we will note
hγ = Aγ(T ) the predictor obtained after training on T .
The setH contains all predictors obtained from each γ ∈ Γ
when Aγ is trained on T , i.e. H def= {hγ |γ ∈ Γ}.

To assess the quality of a predictor, we use a loss function

L : Y × Y → R,

that quantifies the penalty incurred when hγ predicts hγ(x)
while the true target is y. Then, we can define the risk
RD(hγ) as being the expected loss of hγ on task D, i.e.
RD(hγ) def= E

x,y∼D
[L (hγ(x), y)]. Finally, the best1 func-

tion is simply the one minimizing the risk, i.e.

h? def= argmin
hγ∈H

RD(hγ).

Here, estimating h? thus corresponds to hyperparameter se-
lection.

For most of machine learning history, the state of the art
in hyperparameter selection has been testing a list of pre-
defined configurations and selecting the best according to
the loss function L on some holdout set of examples S.
When a learning algorithm has more than one hyperparam-
eter, a grid search is required, forcing |Γ| to grow exponen-
tially with the number of hyperparameters. In addition, the

1The best solution may not be unique but any of them are
equally good.

search may yield a suboptimal result when the minimum
lies outside of the grid or when there is not enough compu-
tational power for an appropriate grid resolution. Recently,
randomized search has been advocated as a better replace-
ment to grid search [Bergstra and Bengio, 2012]. While
it tends to be superior to grid search, it remains inefficient
since its search is not informed by results of the sequence
of hyperparameters that are tested.

To address these limitations, there has been an increasing
amount of work on automatic hyperparameter optimiza-
tion [Bergstra et al., 2011, Hutter et al., 2011, Snoek et al.,
2012, Thornton et al., 2013]. Most rely on an approach
called sequential model based optimization (SMBO). The
idea consists in treating RS(hγ) def= f(γ) as a learnable
function of γ, which we can learn from the observations
{(γi, RS(hγi))} collected during the hyperparameter se-
lection process.

We must thus choose a model family for f . A common
choice is a Gaussian process (GP) representation, which
allows us to represent our uncertainty about f , i.e. our un-
certainty about the value of f(γ∗) at any unobserved hy-
perparameter configuration γ∗. This uncertainty can then
be leveraged to determine an acquisition function that sug-
gests the most promising hyperparameter configuration to
test next.

Namely, let functions µ : Γ → R and K : Γ × Γ → R be
the mean and covariance kernel functions of our GP over
f . Let us also denote the set of the M previous evaluations
as

R def= {(γi, RS (hγi))}
M
i=1 (1)

where RS (hγi) is the empirical risk of hγi on set S, i.e.
the holdout set error for hyperparameter γ.

The GP assumption on f implies that the conditional dis-
tribution p(f(γ∗)|R) is Gaussian, that is

p(f(γ∗)|R) = N (f(γ∗);µ(γ∗;R), σ2(γ∗;R),

µ(γ∗;R) def= µ(γ∗) + k>K−1(r− µ),

σ2(γ∗;R) def= K(γ∗, γ∗)− k>K−1k

whereN (f(γ∗);µ(γ∗;R), σ2(γ∗;R) is the Gaussian den-
sity function with mean µ(γ∗;R) and variance σ2(γ∗;R).
We also have vectors

µ def= [µ(γ1), . . . , µ(γM )]>,

k def= [K(γ∗, γ1), . . . ,K(γ∗, γM )]>,

r def= [RS (hγ1
) , . . . , RS (hγM )]>,

and matrix K is such that Kij = K(γi, γj).

There are several choices for the acquisition function. One
that has been used with success is the one maximizing the
expected improvement:

EI(γ∗;R) def= E [max{rbest − f(γ∗), 0}|R] (2)



which can be shown to be equal to

σ2(γ∗;R) (d(γ∗;R)Φ(d(γ∗;R)) +N (d(γ∗;R), 0, 1))

(3)

where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the stan-
dard normal and

rbest
def= min

i
RS (hγi) ,

d(γ∗;R) def=
rbest − µ(γ∗;R)

σ(γ∗;R)
.

The acquisition function thus maximizes Equation 3 and
returns its solution. This optimization can be performed by
gradient ascent initialized at points distributed across the
hyperparameter space according to a Sobol sequence, in or-
der to maximize the chance of finding a global optima. One
advantage of expected improvement is that it directly offers
a solution to the exploration-exploitation trade-off that hy-
perparameter selection faces.

An iteration of SMBO requires fitting the GP to the cur-
rent set of tested hyperparameters R (initially empty), in-
voking the acquisition function, running the learning algo-
rithm with the suggested hyperparameters and adding the
result to R. This procedure is expressed in Algorithm 1.
Fitting the GP corresponds to learning the mean and co-
variance functions hyperparameters to the collected data.
This can be performed either by maximizing the data’s
marginal likelihood or defining priors over the hyperparam-
eters and sampling from the posterior using sampling (see
Snoek et al. [2012] for more details).

Algorithm 1 SMBO Hyperparameter Optimization with
GPs
R ← {}
for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} do
γ ← SMBO(R) {Fit GP and maximize EI}
hγ ← Aγ(T ) {Train with suggested γ}
R ← R∪ {(γ,RS(hγ))} {Add to collected data}

end for
γ∗ ← argmin

(γ,RS(hγ))∈R
RS(hγ)

return hγ∗

While SMBO hyperparameter optimization can produce
very good predictors, it can also suffer from overfitting on
the validation set, especially for high-dimensional hyper-
parameter spaces. This is in part why an ensemble of pre-
dictors are often preferable in practice. Properly extending
SMBO to the construction of ensembles is, however, not
obvious. Here, we propose one such successful extension,
building on the framework of Agnostic Bayes learning, de-
scribed in the next section.

3 AGNOSTIC BAYES

In this section, we offer a brief overview of the Agnostic
Bayes learning paradigm presented in Lacoste et al. [2014]
and serving as a basis for the algorithm we present in this
paper. Agnostic Bayes learning was used in Lacoste et al.
[2014] as a framework for successfully constructing en-
sembles when the number of predictors inH (i.e. the poten-
tial hyperparameter configurations Γ) was constrained to be
finite (e.g. by restricting the space to a grid). In our con-
text, we can thus enumerate the possible hyperparameter
configurations from γ1 to γ|Γ|. This paper will generalize
this approach to the infinite case later.

Agnostic Bayes learning attempts to directly address the
problem of inferring what is the best function h? in H,
according to the loss function L. It infers a posterior
ph?(hγ |S), i.e. a distribution over how likely each member
of H is the best predictor. This is in contrast with stan-
dard Bayesian learning, which implicitly assumes that H
contains the true data-generating model and infers a distri-
bution for how likely each member of H has generated the
data (irrespective of what the loss L is). From ph?(hγ |S),
by marginalizing h?, we obtain a probabilistic estimate for
the best prediction y? def= h?(x)

py?(y|x, S) =
∑
γ∈Γ

ph?(hγ |S)I[hγ(x) = y].

Finally, to commit to a final prediction, for a given x, we
use the most probable answer2. This yields the following
ensemble decision rule

E?(x) def= argmax
y∈Y

py?(y|x, S). (4)

To estimate ph?(hγ |S), Agnostic Bayes learning uses
the set of losses lγ,i

def= L(hγ(xi), yi) of each example
(xi, yi) ∈ S as evidence for inference. In Lacoste et al.
[2014], a few different approaches are proposed and an-
alyzed. A general strategy is to assume a joint prior p(r)
over the risks rγ

def= RD(hγ) of all possible hyperparameter
configurations and choose a joint observation p(lγ,i ∀γ ∈
Γ|r) for the losses. From Bayes rule, we obtain the poste-
rior p(r|S) from which we can compute

ph?(hγ |S) = Er [I[rγ < rγ′ ,∀γ′ 6= γ]|S] (5)

with a Monte Carlo estimate. This would result in repeat-
edly sampling from p(r|S) and counting the number of
times each γ has the smallest sampled risk rγ to estimate
ph?(hγ |S). Similarly, samples from ph?(hγ |S) could be
obtained by sampling a risk vector r from p(r|S) and re-
turning the predictor hγ with the lowest sampled risk. The

2As noted in Lacoste et al. [2014], py?(y|x, S) does not cor-
respond to the probability of observing y given x and cannot be
used with the optimal Bayes theory, thus justifying the usage of
the most probable answer



ensemble decision rule of Equation 4 could then be im-
plemented by repeatedly sampling from ph?(hγ |S) to con-
struct the ensemble of predictors and using their average as
the ensemble’s prediction.

Among the methods explored in Lacoste et al. [2014] to
obtain samples from p(r|S), the bootstrap approach stands
out for its efficiency and simplicity. Namely, to obtain
a sample from p(r|S), we sample with replacement from
S to obtain S′ and return the vector of empirical risks
[RS′(hγ1), . . . , RS′(hγ|Γ|)]

> as a sample. While bootstrap
only serves as a “poor man’s” posterior, it can be shown
to be statistically related to a proper model with Dirich-
let priors and its empirical performance was shown to be
equivalent [Lacoste et al., 2014].

When the bootstrap method is used to obtain samples from
ph?(hγ |S), the complete procedure for generating each en-
semble member can be summarized by

h̃? = argmin
γ∈Γ

RS′(hγ), (6)

where h̃? corresponds to a sample from ph?(hγ |S). In
this work, we use SMBO to address the optimization part.
Thus, we can now extended to an uncountable set Γ.

This method can be seen as applying bagging on the val-
idation set instead of the training set. However, we stand
by the Agnostic Bayes theory since it offers a strong the-
oretical backbone to bagging as well as few refinements.
Most importantly, the normal assumption of Section 3.3
in Lacoste et al. [2014] suggests that methods based on
the covariance of the predictions such as ensemble prun-
ing [Zhang et al., 2006] and MinCq [Roy et al., 2011] are
simply different approximations of this idea. This connec-
tion allows us to be confident that the fast and simple al-
gorithm we propose in this paper is at least equivalent in
generalization performance to other state of the art ensem-
ble methods. Finally, this claim is supported by the strong
experimental section of Lacoste et al. [2014].

4 AGNOSTIC BAYES ENSEMBLE WITH
SMBO

We now present our proposed method for automatically
constructing an ensemble, without having to restrict Γ (or,
equivalentlyH) to a finite subset of hyperparameters.

As described in Section 3, to sample a predictor from the
Agnostic Bayes bootstrap method, it suffices to obtain a
bootstrap S′ from S and solve the optimization problem of
Equation 6. In our context where H is possibly an infinite
set of models trained on the training set T for any hyper-
parameter configuration γ, Equation 6 corresponds in fact
to hyperparameter optimization where the holdout set is S′

instead of S.

This suggests a simple procedure for building an ensem-
ble of N predictors according to Agnostic Bayes i.e., that
reflects our uncertainty about the true best model h?. We
could repeat the full SMBO hyperparameter optimization
process N times, with different bootstrap S′j , for j ∈
{1, 2, . . . , N}. However, for large ensembles, performing
N runs of SMBO can be computationally expensive, since
each run would need to train its own sequence of models.

We can notice however that predictors are always trained on
the same training set T , no matter in which run of SMBO
they were trained on. We propose a handy trick that ex-
ploits this observation to greatly accelerate the construc-
tion of the ensemble by almost a factor of N . Specifically,
we propose to simultaneously optimize all N problems in
a round-robin fashion. Thus, we maintain N different his-
tories of evaluation Rj , for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and when a
new predictor hγ = Aγ(T ) is obtained, we update all Rj
with (γ,RS′j (hγ)). Notice that the different histories Rj
contain the empirical risks on different bootstrap holdout
sets, but they are all updated at the cost of training only a
single predictor. Also, to avoid recalculating multiple times
L(hγ(xi), yi), these values can be cached and shared in the
computation of each Rj . This leaves the task of updating
all Rj insignificant compared to the computational time
usually required for training a predictor. This procedure
is detailed in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Agnostic Bayes Ensemble with SMBO
for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} do
Rj ← {}
S′j ← bootstrap(S)

end for

E ← {} {Will contain all trained predictors}
for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} do
v ← (k − 1) moduloN + 1
γ ← SMBO(Rv)
hγ ← Aγ(T )
E ← E ∪ {hγ}
for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} do
Rj ← Rj ∪

{(
γ,RS′j (hγ)

)}
end for

end for

H′ ← {} {Will contain N selected predictors}
for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} do
hj ← argmin

hγ∈E
RS′j (hγ)

H′ ← H′ ∪ {hj}
end for

ph?(hγ |S) = Uniform(H′)
return ph?(hγ |S)



By updating all Rj at the same time, we trick each SMBO
run by updating its history with points it did not suggest.
This implies that the GP model behind each SMBO run will
be able to condition on more observations then it would if
the runs had been performed in isolation. This can only
benefit the GPs and improve the quality of their sugges-
tions.

While Algorithm 2 is sequential, it can be easily adapted to
the parallelized version of SMBO presented in Snoek et al.
[2012]. Also, it can be extended to use cross validation,
based on the method developed in [Lacoste et al., 2014].

In our experiments, we fix N = bM2 c. This maximizes
the number of samples used to estimate py?(y|x, S) while
ensuring at least one SMBO step with a reasonably large
history for each bootstrap. When the prediction time on the
test set is a concern, we suggest to choose N ≈ 10. We
observed that it was usually enough to obtain most of the
generalization gain.

Finally, since py?(y|x, S) is only estimated, finding the
maximum, as requested in Equation 4, requires some form
of density estimation. In the case of classification, we sim-
ply use the most probable class. However, in the regression
case, we fit a normal distribution3. Thus, the maximum co-
incide with the average prediction. For a more complex Y ,
such as in structured output tasks, we recommend to use an
appropriate density estimation and increase the number of
samples N .

5 RELATED WORK

In the Bayesian learning literature, a common way of deal-
ing with hyperparameters in probabilistic predictors is to
define hyperpriors and perform posterior inference to in-
tegrate them out. This process often results in also con-
structing an ensemble of predictors with different hyper-
parameters, sampled from the posterior. Powerful MCMC
methods have been developed in order to accommodate for
different types of hyperparameter spaces, including infinite
spaces.

However, this approach requires that the family of predic-
tors in question be probabilistic in order to apply Bayes
rule. Moreover, even if the predictor family is probabilis-
tic, the construction of the ensemble will entirely ignore the
nature of the loss function that determines the measure of
performance. The comparative advantage of the proposed
Agnostic Bayes SMBO approach is thus that it can be used
for any predictor family (probabilistic or not) and is loss-
sensitive.

On the other hand, traditional ensemble methods such as
Laviolette et al. [2011], Kim and Ghahramani [2012], and

3It is also possible to use a more elaborated method, such as
kernel density estimation.

Zhang et al. [2006] require a predefined set of models and
are not straightforward to adapt to an infinite set of models.

6 EXPERIMENTS

We now compare the SMBO ensemble approach (ESMBO)
to three alternative methods for building a predictor from a
machine learning algorithm with hyperparameters:

• A single model, whose hyperparameters were se-
lected by hyperparameter optimization with SMBO
(SMBO).

• A single model, whose hyperparameters were selected
by a randomized search (RS), which in practice is
often superior to grid search [Bergstra and Bengio,
2012].

• An Agnostic Bayes ensemble constructed from a ran-
domly selected set of hyperparameters (ERS).

Both ESMBO and SMBO used GP models of the hold-
out risk, with hyperparameters trained to maximize the
marginal likelihood. A constant was used for the mean
function, while the Matérn 5/2 kernel was used for the co-
variance function, with length scale parameters. The GP’s
parameters were obtained by maximizing the marginal like-
lihood and a different length scale was used for each dimen-
sion4.

Each method is allowed to evaluate 150 hyperparameter
configurations. To compare their performances, we per-
form statistical tests on several different hyperparameter
spaces over two different collections of data sets.

6.1 HYPERPARAMETER SPACES

Here, we describe the hyperparameter spaces of all learn-
ing algorithms we employ in our experiments. Except for
a custom implementation of the multilayer perceptron, we
used scikit-learn5 for the implementation of all other learn-
ing algorithms.

Support Vector Machine We explore the soft margin
parameter C for values ranging from 10−2 to 103 on a
logarithmic scale. We use the RBF kernel K(x, x′) =

eγ||x−x
′||22 and explore values of γ ranging from 10−5 to

103 on a logarithmic scale.

Support Vector Regressor We also use the RBF kernel
and we explore the same values as for the Support Vec-
tor Machine. In addition, we explore the ε-tube parameter
[Drucker et al., 1997] for values ranging between 10−2 and
1 on a logarithmic scale.

4We used the implementation provided by spearmint:
https://github.com/JasperSnoek/spearmint

5http://scikit-learn.org/

https://github.com/JasperSnoek/spearmint
http://scikit-learn.org/


Random Forest We fix the number of trees to 100 and
we explore two different ways of producing them: either
the original Breiman [2001] method or the extremely ran-
domized trees method of Geurts et al. [2006]. We also ex-
plore the choice of bootstrapping or not the training set
before generating a tree. Finally, the ratio of randomly
considered features at each split for the construction of the
trees is varied between 10−4 and 1 on a linear scale.

Gradient Boosted Classifier This is a tree-based algo-
rithm using boosting [Friedman, 2001]. We fix the set of
weak learners to 100 trees and take the maximum depth of
each tree to be in {1, 2, . . . , 15}. The learning rate ranges
between 10−2 and 1 on a logarithmic scale. Finally, the
ratio of randomly considered features at each split for the
construction of the trees varies between 10−3 and 1 on a
linear scale.

Gradient Boosted Regressor We use the same param-
eters as for Gradient Boosted Classifier except that we ex-
plore a convex combination of the least square loss function
and the least absolute deviation loss function. We also fix
the ratio of considered features at each split to 1.

Multilayer Perceptron We use a 2 hidden layers percep-
tron with tanh activation function and a softmax function
on the last layer. We minimize the negative log likelihood
using the L-BFGS algorithm. Thus there is no learning rate
parameter. However, we used a different L2 regularizer
weight for each of the 3 layers with values ranging from
10−5 to 100 on a logarithmic scale. Also, the number of
neurons on each layer can take values in {1, 2, . . . , 100}.
In total, this yields a 5 dimensional hyperparameter space.

6.2 COMPARING METHODS ON MULTIPLE
DATA SETS

To assess the generalization performances, we use a sep-
arate test set Stest, which is obtained by randomly parti-
tioning the original data set. More precisely, we use the
ratios 0.4, 0.3, and 0.3 for T , S and Stest respectively6.
However, testing on a single data set is insufficient to tes-
tify the quality of a method that is meant to work across
different tasks. Hence, we evaluate our methods on several
data sets using metrics that do not assume commensura-
bility across tasks [Demšar, 2006]. The metrics of choice
are thus the expected rank and the pairwise winning fre-
quency. Let Ai(Tj , Sj) be either one of our K = 4 model
selection/ensemble construction algorithms run on the jth

data set, with training set Tj and validation set Sj . When
comparing K algorithms, the rank of (best or ensemble)

6Is is also possible to perform cross-validation as mentioned
in Lacoste et al. [2014].

predictor hi = Ai(Tj , Sj) on test set Stest
j is defined as

Rankhi,Stest
def=

K∑
l=1

I
[
RStest

j
(hl) ≤ RStest

j
(hi)

]
.

Then, the expected rank of the ith method is obtained from
the empirical average over the L data sets i.e., E[R]i

def=
1
L

∑L
j=1 Rankhi,Stest

j
. When comparing algorithm Ai

against algorithm Al, the winning frequency7 of Ai is

ρi,l
def=

1

L

L∑
i=1

I[RStest
j

(hi) < RStest
j

(hl)]

In the case of the expected rank, lower is better and for the
winning frequency, it is the converse. Also, when K = 2,
E[R]i = 1 + (1− ρi,l).

When the winning frequency ρi,l > 0.5, we say that
method Ai is better than method Al. However, to make
sure that this is not the outcome of chance, we use statis-
tical tests such as the sign test and the Poisson Binomial
test (PB test) [Lacoste et al., 2012]. The PB test derives
a posterior distribution over ρi,l and integrates the prob-
ability mass above 0.5, denoted as Pr(A � B). When
Pr(A � B) > 0.9, we say that it is significant. Similarly
for the sign test, when the p-value is lower than 0.05, it
corresponds to a significant result. To report more infor-
mation, we also use other thresholds for lightly significant
and highly significant as described in Table 1.

To build a substantial collection of data sets, we used the
AYSU collection [Ulaş et al., 2009] coming from the UCI
and the Delve repositories and we added the MNIST data
set. We also converted the multiclass data sets to binary
classification by either merging classes or selecting pairs of
classes. The resulting benchmark contains 39 data sets. We
have also collected 22 regression data sets from the Louis
Torgo collection8.

6.3 TABLE NOTATION

The result tables present the winning frequency for each
pair of methods, where grayed out values represent redun-
dant information. As a complement, we also add the ex-
pected rank of each method in the rightmost column and
sort the table according to this metric. To report the con-
clusion of the sign test and the PB test, we use different
symbols to reflect different level of significance. The exact
notation is presented in Table 1. The first symbol reports
the result of the PB test and the second one, the sign test.
For more stable results, we average the values obtained dur-
ing the last 15 iterations.

7We deal with ties by attributing 0.5 to each method except for
the sign test where the sample is simply discarded.

8These data sets were obtained from the following source :
http://www.dcc.fc.up.pt/˜ltorgo/Regression/
DataSets.html

http://www.dcc.fc.up.pt/~ltorgo/Regression/DataSets.html
http://www.dcc.fc.up.pt/~ltorgo/Regression/DataSets.html


Table 1: Significance Notation Used in Result Tables.
Meaning Symbol Pr(A � B) p-value

Lightly significant ◦ > 0.8 < 0.1
Significant • > 0.9 < 0.05

Highly significant • > 0.95 < 0.01

Table 2: Pairwise Win Frequency For the 3 Different Re-
gression Hyperparameter Spaces (Refer to Section 6.3 for
the notation).

Support Vector Regressor
ESMBO ERS SMBO RS E[rank]

ESMBO 0.50•• 0.66•• 0.82•• 0.86•• 1.66
ERS 0.34•• 0.50•• 0.50•• 0.77•• 2.38

SMBO 0.18•• 0.50•• 0.50•• 0.64◦• 2.68
RS 0.14•• 0.23•• 0.36•• 0.50•• 3.27

Gradient Boosting Regressor
ERS ESMBO RS SMBO E[rank]

ERS 0.50•• 0.52•• 0.77•• 0.86•• 1.84
ESMBO 0.48•• 0.50•• 0.77•• 0.91•• 1.85

RS 0.23•• 0.23•• 0.50•• 0.42•• 3.12
SMBO 0.14•• 0.09•• 0.58•• 0.50•• 3.19

Random Forest
ESMBO ERS SMBO RS E[rank]

ESMBO 0.50•• 0.53•• 0.76•• 0.91•• 1.80
ERS 0.47•• 0.50•• 0.72•• 1.00•• 1.81

SMBO 0.24•• 0.28•• 0.50•• 0.66•• 2.82
RS 0.09•• 0.00•• 0.34•• 0.50•• 3.57

6.4 ANALYSIS

Looking at the overall results over 7 different hyperpa-
rameter spaces in Table 2 and Table 3, we observe that
ESMBO is never significantly outperformed by any other
method and often outperforms the others. More precisely,
it is either ranked first or tightly following ERS. Look-
ing more closely, we see that the cases where ESMBO
does not significantly outperform ERS concerns hyperpa-
rameter spaces of low complexity. For example, most hy-
perparameter configurations of Random Forest yield good
generalization performances. Thus, these cases do not re-
quire an elaborate hyperparameter search method. On the
other hand, when looking at more challenging hyperparam-
eter spaces such as Support Vector Regression and Multi-
layer Perceptrons, we clearly see the benefits of combining
SMBO with Agnostic Bayes.

As described in Section 4, ESMBO is alternating between
N different SMBO optimizations and deviates from the
natural sequence of SMBO. To see if this aspect of ESMBO
can influence its convergence rate, we present a temporal
analysis of the methods in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The left
columns depict Pr(A � B) for selected pairs of methods
and the right columns present the expected rank of each
method over time.

Table 3: Pairwise Win Frequency for the 4 Different Clas-
sification Hyperparameter Spaces (Refer to Section 6.3 for
the notation).

Support Vector Machine
ESMBO RS SMBO ERS E[rank]

ESMBO 0.50•• 0.54•• 0.55•• 0.56•• 2.35
RS 0.46•• 0.50•• 0.51•• 0.51•• 2.52

SMBO 0.45•• 0.49•• 0.50•• 0.53•• 2.54
ERS 0.44•• 0.49•• 0.47•• 0.50•• 2.59

Gradient Boosting Classifier
ESMBO ERS RS SMBO E[rank]

ESMBO 0.50•• 0.51•• 0.59•• 0.65◦• 2.25
ERS 0.49•• 0.50•• 0.59•• 0.64◦◦ 2.28

RS 0.41•• 0.41•• 0.50•• 0.55•• 2.64
SMBO 0.35•• 0.36•• 0.45•• 0.50•• 2.83

Random Forest
ERS ESMBO RS SMBO E[rank]

ERS 0.50•• 0.52•• 0.60•◦ 0.64◦• 2.24
ESMBO 0.48•• 0.50•• 0.60•• 0.67◦• 2.25

RS 0.40•• 0.40•• 0.50•• 0.57•• 2.63
SMBO 0.36•• 0.33•• 0.43•• 0.50•• 2.89

Multilayer Perceptron
ESMBO SMBO ERS RS E[rank]

ESMBO 0.50•• 0.57◦• 0.76•• 0.75•• 1.92
SMBO 0.43•• 0.50•• 0.68◦• 0.68◦• 2.21

ERS 0.24•• 0.32•• 0.50•• 0.54•• 2.91
RS 0.25•• 0.32•• 0.46•• 0.50•• 2.96

A general analysis clearly shows that there is no signifi-
cant degradation in terms of convergence speed. In fact,
we generally observe the opposite. More precisely, look-
ing at Pr(ESMBO � SMBO), the green curve of the left
columns, it usually reaches a significantly better state right
at the beginning or within the first few iterations. A notable
exception to that trend occurs with the Multiplayer Percep-
trons, where SMBO is significantly better than ESMBO for
a few iterations at the beginning. Then, it gets quickly out-
performed by ESMBO.

7 CONCLUSION

We described a successful method for automatically con-
structing ensembles without requiring hand-selection of
models or a grid search. The method can adapt the SMBO
hyperparameter optimization algorithm so that it can pro-
duce an ensemble instead of a single model. Theoretically,
the method is motivated by an Agnostic Bayesian paradigm
which attempts to construct ensembles that reflect the un-
certainty over which a model actually has the smallest true
risk. The resulting method is easy to implement and comes
with no extra computational cost at learning time. Its gen-
eralization performance and convergence speed are also
dominant according to experiments on 22 regression and
39 classification data sets.
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Figure 1: PB Probability and Expected Rank over Time for the 3 Regression Hyperparameter Spaces.
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